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Introduction 

 

Machine Learning is a rapidly progressing field that has gained significant interest in the 

21st century. Stemming from Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) is unique in its 

ability to “self-learn” from training data and improve upon itself over time without explicit 

programming. ML technologies learn through automated processes where they are able to 

recognize patterns from data and learn from them in order to make optimal decisions in the 

future. As a result, Machine Learning technologies are able to emulate and expand upon human 

intelligence, creating machines capable of outperforming human beings with average intellect in 

complex tasks and subtle pattern recognition (Anjila, 1984; El Naqa & Murphy, 2015). The 

capabilities of ML have motivated many industries to replace human labor with integrated ML 

technologies to complete their critical operations. 

One such industry that could integrate ML technologies is System Safety Engineering 

within the military. System Safety Engineering is a field focused on the planning, identification, 

documentation, and mitigation of hazards that contribute to mishaps in military systems. In other 

words, it is a compilation of engineering analysis and management practices that control 

dangerous situations (Bahr, 2015). The integration of ML will be critical in streamlining 

engineering analysis and preventing dangers in military system use. Through automation, ML 

technologies will be able to handle important responsibilities such as the detection/analysis of 

dangerous components within a military technical system before its use. As a result, ML 

technologies can be harnessed by System Safety Engineers to perform their daily responsibilities 

and revolutionize their work to uphold their values far more effectively.  

As with any technology, however, machine learning technologies impose significant 

moral and ethical implications during its use (Winner, 1980). Depending on the scale of control 
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delegated to ML technologies, misuse or malfunction of such technologies could contribute to 

devastating consequences including dangers to human life and property (Leveson, 1991). This is 

seen in automated military software systems entrusted with preserving the human lives, where 

the malfunction of these technologies typically result in dangerous military accidents leading to 

the loss of human lives (Ding, 2023). The risks that arise from military software system 

malfunction/misuse raises significant moral/ethical concerns regarding the use of ML 

technologies in high stake fields. However, addressing these concerns remain difficult due to the 

lack of established frameworks provided to developers to implement the technology successfully 

(Myllyaho et al., 2022). In this paper, I will focus on the implementation of an ML capability 

oriented towards System Safety Engineers by leveraging and understanding the moral and ethical 

implications imposed by ML technologies throughout its application.  

 

Machine Learning to Protect Military System Users  

 

Completing the tasks of System Safety Engineers have become ever more difficult due to 

the complex and dynamic behavior of modern military technological systems (Harvey & 

Stanton, 2014). Currently, System Safety Engineers rely on system safety accident models that 

have their roots in industrial safety, a priority that was more applicable to technical systems 

before World War II (Leveson, 2002). These traditional system safety accident models struggle 

when analyzing current military systems that have adopted new and unfamiliar technologies, 

making them less applicable in the field of System Safety Engineering today. In fact, their use 

against current large-scale military systems has contributed to an overall lack of analytical 

substance that is necessary for System Safety Engineers to make adequate sense of these systems 

(Bakx & Nyce, 2017). In order to assess these military systems in a productive manner, it is 
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evident that the field of System Safety Engineering must be technologically revolutionized with 

ML and adapt to the fast pace of technological change today. 

The Potential Hazard Identification via Artificial Intelligence (PHIAI) capability 

addresses this issue by incorporating high levels of computer automation from ML technologies 

with high levels of control from System Safety Engineers in order to effectively identify 

potential dangers within military technical systems and streamline important hazard analysis 

tasks through automation. These high levels of human control and computer automation are 

applied through the Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence framework, a set of development 

guidelines which serve as the basis for the PHIAI capability (Shneiderman, 2020). The capability 

begins by training several machine learning models on technical system design data supplied 

directly by System Safety Engineers, providing them full control on how the machine is able to 

learn. The capability then allows System Safety Engineers to choose which ML models within 

the algorithm will be used to identify potentially dangerous subsystems of a military system’s 

design. The capability trains and identifies hazards based on the verbiage used in the system’s 

design descriptions, and exists solely in a software domain. 

The PHIAI capability’s design improves upon the designs of current methodologies by 

prioritizing usability and efficiency to maximize the performance of the engineers and 

technology alike. Having high levels of human control on the capability and its training data 

allow System Safety Engineers to choose and understand what the capability will learn and how 

it can identify hazards. This will make the capability adaptable to any system design input 

supplied by the engineers and easily adoptable by new users. High levels of automation as the 

capability performs its tasks allows System Safety Engineers to prioritize other important tasks 

while delegating hazard identification responsibilities to the capability. Since anticipating and 
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controlling hazards at the design stages of an activity is the cornerstone of a system safety effort 

(Roland & Moriarty, 1990), reducing time on this stage will make the daily operations of System 

Safety Engineers much more efficient.  

Machine learning technologies prove to be applicable in preserving the lives of military 

system users. However, machine learning also raises important moral and ethical implications in 

its use. I will examine these implications within ML’s use in the creation of artwork and how 

they shape the roles of artists and the art industry alike.  

 

Machine Learning’s Implications within the Creation of Art 

 

Machine Learning is often associated with technological industries but has experienced 

increased integration within cultural industries such as the production, curation, and analysis of 

art (Cetinic & She, 2022). However, ML has brought on significant implications and 

responsibilities to artists and the art industry alike. These implications will be unpacked using the 

framework of Actor Network Theory from Bruno Latour’s work in Where Are the Missing 

Masses? The Sociology of a Few Mundane Artifacts. 

Actor Network Theory (ANT) can be best understood as an analysis of the relationship of 

responsibility between the human and non-human components (or actors) in a sociotechnical 

system and the influence non-human actors have in shaping society (Latour, 1992). Latour 

demonstrates these ideas through his example of the door, where humans delegate the 

responsibility of allowing them to freely enter enclosed spaces to the door but are entrusted with 

responsibilities by the door to close it after its use. Like the door, artists and ML technologies 

must both take on responsibilities in order to allow ML to beneficially impact the art industry. 

Doing so will require power limitations on ML technologies so they can only serve as a source of 

creativity rather than as an artist itself and require artists to constantly practice and maintain a 
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conscious understanding of the legal, ethical, and societal implications that arise when using it as 

such.  

The use of ML to create art has shaped the roles of artists and their work significantly by 

imposing important responsibilities and ethical implications on their work. Prompt-based 

generative machine learning systems have made significant contributions to art but are inherently 

limited by their inability to produce original work and rely on creative human input (Hageback & 

Hedblom, 2022). In ethical, moral, and legal terms, issues arise from these limitations since the 

ML model’s training data is built off of previously authored art (McCormack et al., 2023). While 

artists delegate the responsibility of art creation to their ML technologies, its lack of human 

consciousness causes it to impose the responsibilities of creative input and ethical and legal 

usage to its users. The issues concerning authorship that stem from the usage of prompt-based 

generative ML models is synonymous to Latour’s examination of the delegated responsibilities 

given by the door to the humans. Both present the non-human influence on society from ANT.  

Societal implications arise from the increased amounts of ML-generated art that is 

available for public viewing. Studies have proven that society prefers human-created art over 

ML-generated art as study participants exercised extensive engagement to derive narratives and 

emotions from artwork with a “human” label but felt cognitively obstructed when engaging and 

deriving meaning out of artwork labeled as “AI” generated (Bellaiche et al., 2023). The studies 

present a societal dilemma where art generated by AI and ML fail to deliver artistic meaning to 

artist audiences independently. Therefore, in order for artists to use ML to create meaningful art, 

artists must reshape their relationship with the technology; artists must accept the responsibility 

to use AI technologies as source of inspiration rather than as an independent artist itself 

(Lamiroy & Potier, 2022). Artists who rely on AI technologies in their artistic pursuits will 
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inherently receive less praise society for their work, while artists who use AI as a source of 

inspiration to explore their creative means will be able to use the technology to form a 

meaningful cultural connection to their audiences (Grba, 2022). Synonymous to the relationship 

of responsibility formed between humans and the door, artists must understand the implications 

imposed by ML technology when they choose to use it for artistic creation.  

 

Research Question and Method  

 

It is evident that artists can use the productive capabilities of ML technologies to create 

artwork. However, these artists must take responsibility for the implications imposed by these 

technologies as well, raising concerns regarding the legal and ethical usage of ML in art creation. 

This leads to an important question: To what extent do the ethical and legal implications of 

Machine Learning technologies affect its productive use in the creation of arts? 

To investigate this question, I plan on conducting interviews on artists who have used 

ML technologies in their work and on artists who haven’t in order to examine the relationship 

between artists and ML technologies. Finding and interviewing artists for my study will be 

conducted through Reddit, a social platform where users can form communities of like-minded 

interest called “subreddits” (Proferes et. al., 2021), and direct contact with professors who have a 

thorough understanding of the art industry at the University of Virginia. By examining subreddits 

created specifically for art and/or machine learning (such as “r/MachineLearning”) as well as 

professors with experience on the subject, I will be able to begin my analysis by aggregating a 

list of interviewee artists who have a direct understanding of ML’s capabilities in art creation and 

have different perspectives on the matter. From this list, I will contact and virtually interview 

each artist through a direct communication technology such as Zoom and ask them three primary 

questions; How has ML influenced the creation of their artwork and that of the industry, what 
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ethical and legal issues have they experienced as a result of the technology, and how do they 

believe ML can be integrated differently to be more productive in the creation of art. I will use 

the data collected form each interview to apply ANT to each artist’s relationship and experience 

with ML technologies and judge them using the same methodologies utilized in Latour’s 

network analysis of the door and its human users. This will allow me to make observations on 

the responsibilities both parties share with each other that arise from the ethical and legal 

implications behind ML use in art and how they affect society. 

 

Conclusion 

 

In order for long-term success of the System Safety Engineering field and the 

preservation of safety within the use of complex military systems, it is imperative that the 

automative capabilities of ML technologies be integrated into the work of Software System 

Engineers to improve the hazard identification process and ease the tasks of hazard analysis for 

Safety System Engineers. The goal of this capability is to make an adaptable, effective, and 

usable technology that could replace the traditional and outdated system safety accident models 

used within the field today.  

The research outlined in this prospectus can be expected to reveal insights of how the 

ethical and legal implications of Machine Learning technologies affect its productive use in the 

creation of arts. These insights, supported by qualitiative data, will be used to draw conclusions 

that provide an understanding of the consequences that arise from the complex relationship 

between artists and ML technologies. They will also provide guidance on how this relationship 

may be restructured to become more productive in the future.  
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